Naples – Berlin via Venice, new daily flight starting December 3.
Now Naples is closer to the heart of Europe.
Starting Friday the 3rd of December, the Italian airline Alpi Eagles will offer
daily commercial flights to Berlin.
The new connection at the Naples airport will contribute to strengthening the bond between
Mediterranean and Central European cultures. In fact, Berlin is one of the more prestigious
European cultural capitals and the city of Naples boasts an important heritage of Germanism.
The new flight, operating a 93 seat Fokker 100, with both business and tourist classes, has
been scheduled in the following hours:
Naples-Venice- Berlin – Monday-Saturday
Flight E8350 Naples 10:40 - Venice 11:55 - Berlin 14:10
Berlin-Venice-Naples Monday -Sunday (Saturdays excluded)
Flight E8351 Berlin 14:50 - Venice 16:30 – Naples 18:30
To promote the new flight, Alpi Eagles is offering a special roundtrip weekend rate of IT£
399.000 (boarding taxes excluded) for passengers flying out of Naples from December 3, 1999
to February 29, 2000.
Furthermore, during the Christmas season, special “customer greetings” will be offered to both
economy and business class passengers on Alpi Eagles to and from all destinations.
As part of an overall improvement plan, Alpi Eagles has focused special attention on passenger
comfort by significantly improving catering services in both business and economy classes and
providing elegant, ergonomic leather seating, with increased spacing between seats, for
maximum passenger comfort.
In light of a consistent increase in passenger traffic on the Naples Venice routeAlpi Eagles
introduced its third daily flight between two cities October 31and new Naples-Berlin via which
will go into effect December 3.
Since the beginning of the year, Alpi Eagles has flown a total of 321,595 passengers on its
roundtrips domestic (Venice-Cagliari, Venice-Catania, Venice-Palermo) and international
(Venice-Athens) flights.
These strategic choices made by Alpi Eagles confirm the growth potential of Naples
International Airport. With 3.5 million passengers in 1998, it has become one of the of the
most dynamic airports in Italy owing to a steady increase in passenger traffic (+ 39% over the
past three years) and a massive investment programme currently in progress aimed at
developing and optimising services and infrastructure.

